HOW TO BUY LABORATORY AND SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS

Laboratory Stores Products and Services

- Chemicals
  - Acetic Acid, Glacial, 99.7% min. ACS, USP, FCC Grade; 2.5L (Item #30104500)
  - Acetone, 99.5% min. ACS Grade, Baker Analyzed* Reagent, 4L (Item #30108100)
  - Acetone, Tech Grade, refill from 55 Gallon,  (Item #30108500)
  - Chloroform, Stabilized, 99.8% min. ACS Grade, 4L (Item #30371450)
  - Ether, Anhydrous, Stabilized, 99.0% min. ACS Grade, 4L (Item #30505500)
  - Ethyl Acetate, 99.5% min, AR*, ACS Grade, 4L (Item #30509700)
  - Ethyl Alcohol, 100% ACS, USP Grade; 1 pt. (Item #30513000)
  - Ethyl Alcohol, 100% USP Grade, 1 Gal. (Item #30513070)
  - Ethyl Alcohol, 95%, Denatured, USP Grade, 1 Gal. (Item #30513090)
  - Hexanes, 98% min. Practical Grade, 20L (Item #30815000)
  - Hexanes, 98% min. ACS Grade, Guaranteed Reagent, 4L (Item #30816000)
  - Hydrochloric Acid, 36.5-38.0%, ACS Grade, Guaranteed Reagent, 2.5L (Item #30828000)
  - Hydrofluoric Acid, 48-51%, ACS Grade, 500mL (Item #30829500)
  - Hydrogen Peroxide, 30%, ACS Grade, 500mL (Item #30832000)
  - Methanol, 99.8% min., ACS Grade, Guaranteed Reagent, 4L (Item #31338900)
  - Methanol, Tech Grade, Refill from 55 Gallon (Item #31339500)
  - Dichloromethane, 99%, ACS Grade, 4L (Item #31366525)
  - Nitric Acid, 68-70%, ACS Grade, Guaranteed Reagent. 2.5L (Item #31425000)
  - Isopropyl Alcohol, 99.5% min, ACS Grade, Guaranteed Reagent, Refill from 55 Gal. (Item #31698520)
  - Isopropyl Alcohol, 99.9% , ACS, USP, NF Grade; 4L (Item #31698540)
  - Sulfuric Acid, 95-98%, ACS Grade, Guaranteed Reagent, 2.5L (Item #31999100)

- Compressed Gas cylinders
- Valves and fittings
- Dry ice
- Liquid Nitrogen (LN2)

Stocked chemicals at Lab Stores as listed above must be purchased online utilizing the SunRISE e-procurement system. Upon receipt of SunRISE electronic orders, Lab Stores personnel will prepare the products ordered, and stage them for pickup. Lab Stores will then send an email notification when the products are ready for pick-up. Pickup hours are from noon to 3:00 pm M-F. Simply print your SunRISE purchase order and present it at the sales counter at Lab Stores to obtain your chemicals.

Hazardous chemical shipments for the Tempe campus will be received at Lab Stores. Within 24 hours of receipt of your chemical order, Lab Stores will send an email notification to the individual listed on the label of the package. Lab Stores will not deliver chemical packages, so please arrange for pickup at Physical Sciences G-Wing.

Lab Stores offers a limited pickup time window for chemical orders and package pickup from noon to 3:00 pm only, Monday through Friday. The reduced hours for pickup will allow Lab Stores personnel time to pull and stage your order for pickup, which will reduce waiting time at the sales counter.

Lab Stores does not provide delivery service. Campus locations other than Tempe should make purchases from alternate SunRISE vendors and have their orders shipped directly to their designated campus receiving locations. Commercial carriers are better equipped to transport hazardous materials on the highway.